
The Einhell Rotary Hammer TC-RH 28 3F combines three functions in a single tool: Drilling, hammer drilling and chiselling with rotation stop. The 950

watts of power, pneumatic percussion mechanism, 3.5 joule impact strength and adjustable speed electronics ensure you can work efficiently and with

the appropriate conditions for the material. The continuously adjustable depth stop, just like the gearbox, is made of solid metal. The semi-automatic

SDS-Plus chuck ensures makes changing drill bits and chisels easy. The rotary hammer sits comfortably in the hand thanks to the auxiliary soft-grip

handle, which is securely attached by ribbing. The Einhell Rotary Hammer TC-RH 28 3F comes in a practical transport and storage case.

Rotary Hammer

TC-RH 28 3F
Item No.: 4258002

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825671070

Features & Benefits
3 functions: Drilling, hammer drilling and chiselling with rotation stop-

Finely adjustable speed electronics for delicate work-

Pneumatic impact mechanism for easy drilling into concrete-

Robust SDS-Plus tool adapter with semi-automatic operation-

Auxiliary handle attaches securely thanks to ribbing-

Overload slipping clutch for increased user safety-

Adjustable solid-metal drill depth stop-

Ergonomic handle with Softgrip surfaces for improved control-

Comes in an E-Box transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50/60 Hz

- Power 950 W

- Idle speed 0-990 min^-1

- Impact rate 0-4600 min^-1

- Impact power 3.5 J

- Tool holder SDS-plus

- Drilling capacity in concrete 28 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 4.77 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 6.05 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 420 x 360 x 120 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 13 kg

- Dimensions export carton 370 x 425 x 235 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1420 | 2960 | 3676
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Available as special accessories

SDS-Plus Bohrer-Set 12tg
Bohrhammer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49240281
Bar Code: 4009312402812
Einhell Accessory

SDS-Plus Bohr-Meissel-Set 12tg
Bohrhammer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49240295
Bar Code: 4009312402959
Einhell Accessory
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